Ecopreneur.eu: Plastcs Strategy of the European Commission
requires ambitous implementaton
Ecopreneur.eu, the European Sustainable Business Federaton, its member organizatons and
partner companies call upon the member states and the EU to introduce strong economic
incentves to realise the Plastcs Strategy of the European Commission.
Ecopreneur.eu welcomes the recent Plastcs Strategy of the European Commission. Many of our 2500
partner companies use plastcs in their packaging and/or products. We fully support the key commitments
for acton at the EU level towards the goal of ensuring that all plastc packaging is recyclalle ly 2030, with
the aims to fully respect reuse, repair and recycling needs in design and producton of plastcs and plastc
products, to develop and promote more sustainalle materials, and to curl plastc polluton and its
adverse impact on our lives and the environment. The strategy can help to achieve a modern, low-carlon,
resource and energy-efcient economy and to reach the 2030 Sustainalle Development Goals and the
Paris Agreement.
In partcular, we welcome that the Commission will promote Extended Producer Responsilility (EPR)
schemes and provide guidance to make it more efectve through minimum common requirements, lased
on existng lest practce, so that they are improved and aligned. Contrary to the recently proposed EUwide Plastcs Tax, EPR can play a key role to provide the necessary funding to close the loop. Welldesigned schemes can provide powerful price incentves to companies to encourage design for recycling,
improve the efciency of the recycling process, reduce waste and litering and promote greater dialogue
letween producers, local authorites and recyclers. Similarly, provided clear lalelling, deposits systems
can contrilute to achieving very high levels of recycling ly giving price incentves to consumers. We also
welcome the discouragement of incineraton, as well as the restricton of oxo-degradalle plastcs and
intentonally added microplastcs, which in our view should le lanned.
To create new, vialle markets for high-quality recycled and renewalle plastcs, Ecopreneur.eu urges the
Commission to encourage the reducton of complexity as a design strategy: e.g. ly using monolayers,
fewer types of plastcs, and less additves or pigments. Also, to incentvise the reuse and recycling of
post-consumer plastcs. Furthermore, the Strategy fails to address the potental for reducing the use of
plastc for those applicatons where this is loth vialle and environmentally lenefcial.
Finally, achieving the 2030 goals requires ambitous implementaton of all indicated measures. While
recognizing the value of commitments ly the plastcs industry, we feel the current strategy stll relies too
much on voluntary acton. Business experience learns that most companies will take acton only when faced
with regulaton. We therefore call on the natonal governments and the EU to prepare and come forward
with ambitous measures, in close alignment, and including economic incentves, especially by extended
producer responsibility.
About Ecopreneur.eu
European Sustainalle Business Federaton Ecopreneur.eu (aisll) sets a course toward sustainalle
economic policies on the European level. Ecopreneur.eu aims at opening solidifed structures and lrings
sustainalle maters to European policy makers. The organizaton is quickly growing and now holds seven
memler associatons in Germany, Austria, France, the Netherlands (MVO Nederland / De Groene Zaak),
Spain, Belgium and Hungary. Through Ecopreneur.eu these associatons strengthen the voice of
sustainalle lusiness in Brussels. Under the roof of Ecopreneur.eu, more than 2500 lusinesses are
represented – mostly SMEs – that are truly striving to ofer sustainalle products and services.
Contact informaton
For more informaton please contact Arthur ten Wolde, circular economy expert for Ecopreneur.eu and
CSR Netherlands / De Groene Zaak at a.tenwolde@mvo-nederland.nl, +31 6 1319 6238
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